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To Celeste Goyer

And to the memory of Holly Prado Northup (1938-2019),

founding member of Cahuenga Press, shining light of American

literature and Los Angeles’ literary community.
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Morning Song
|

|

Look at the tacky feel of greed and revenge on our hands at the end of a day.•

Look at the rude fruit, the secret bird, the pomade in the voice of the sand.•

Something must be coming to an end.•

•

I hear a piece of money ring on a marble floor.•

The circle widens to include two hours of blind bliss on the wintry couch.•

•

Here is my ankle, different from the palm trees, distinct from the sand.•

Here is my knee, without its lace, without the taste of fingers.•

•

I sip my coffee and the sounds of an open field are summoned by my act.•

To be a good man in this field is to be a tree that moves and speaks.•

•

Here, you see my elbow, you hear the second voice beneath mine.•

And the silent sky, different from the front bone part of my leg.•
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Invisible Tenancy
|

|

From my gabardine tent, alert to the passing river,•

I too heard Sirens going caw, caw. Unlike the hero,•

I could not forget how sad their song.•

•

Today, I shut•

my tent-flaps against the river as it passes.•

Alone in the balm of my theory, I dance a samba,•

my turban attempting a nimbus of its own.•

•

At one time, I was considered a florist.•

Must we be alone, in the world of paper and ink?•

Let us climb this slippery ridge together and look down at the river.•

•

Half dead, half aglow, the ever-changing trees•

are full of scratched jewels and cool ivory flames.•

Uncharacteristically, the jewels plop down into mud•

and rise up again as cactus flowers with silver spines.•

•

Then it hits me: the villain never pulls his dagger•

from his sleeve until the hero has left the room. We heard•

the leave-taking of disco, made of turbinado sugar and•

honeysuckle. We gave punk a farewell hug and•

warm hooded sweater, for a sudden chill was in the air.•

•

Starlings, finches, jays, robins,•

pigeons, blackbirds, crows? No nests are focusing these trees,•

no honeybees laugh at our spew.•

•

The nearest rain’s a hard drive, and most of the flowers•

have been licked off the stones they fell on.•

Some got repainted back to look like the art of some dim cult.•

•
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We’re stuck with what•

we grabbed before we jumped. It remains hidden•

somewhere under our bed with my favorite•

holiday, the one they always test us on.•
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Late Winter, Early Morning
|

|

The rubbers on my feet are made of light, they whirl, and are terrible;•

the umbrella, yes, the umbrella is terrible, and the dry love it gives•

is terrible too. O mistress, your clouded kisses fall like rain,•

but my heart wants two things, to run outdoors, pelted with drops,•

•

and to stay under the dry hug of the umbrella, and I know I cannot•

have both. How shall I answer your kiss if you have so many faces?•

Which face shall I kiss in return? I feel venom in the glances•

from the man in the ticket booth, or is my fear of him a symptom•

•

of what we lost when we sent you away to your cloud, so close to•

the source of light? With each tick of every clock, I hear•

how closed my heart has been to you, O mistress! Your•

goat-skin dreams lie afloat on the surface of a pool while your•

•

interlaced fingers describe both land and ocean, making them seem•

small and easy to manage. The umbrella you gave us wants to be•

a radio, pleading that we breathe against the ghost who prays for•

herself alone, and who leaves behind a trail of sand something like a novel.•

Kiss me, kiss me quick, mistress of lost wisdom,•

Come out of a cloud, angel with several faces,•

Bring me my hat, my umbrella and rubbers,•

Enshroud me with Light! O Whirling! O Terrible Love!•

 — Theodore Roethke, from “Last Words” (1948)•
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Weekends Away from Home
|

|

You said you would pack us real food, but we opened•

each covered dish, discovered only candy, and my•

•

beloved stack of rare discs, we left them•

in our laundry hamper, right on the street! How•

•

could we fuck up as obviously as that? We must•

be living under some jinx, or maybe we’re just bad people•

•

who don’t deserve to stay in this nice hotel where I sit naked•

singing in a tub, and you sit clothed and quiet in a chair,•

•

trying to figure the odds against the weather telling us•

anything we didn’t already know about the trouble we’re in, or•

•

why we wander our rooms alone at night in search of places we•

could both be found, if there were such places in our rooms,•

•

if there were. Outside, new blooms present fragrant dust•

and depart, leaving nothing but a white slip of paper•

•

in my hand, and in the early spring sky, there’s a kite made•

of classroom maps — Rhodesia, Burma, the USSR,•

•

Czechoslovakia, all up there, shouting with joy! But•

the wig I wear has lost its voice from shouting,•

•

and the steps you took to find me, you wore•

the loud kind of boots, and they kept me away.•
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Familiar Myth
|

|

Something dropped off a tree and landed at•

my feet, asking the kind of attention that recalls•

draped monks chanting in a circle. My culture•

had told me to sit here amid my memories.•

•

I needed them to do icy things for me, to•

hop fences and laugh at what I never liked.•

I needed to be pinned against the last words•

the stone says to the moss growing on it,•

•

words made milk, syntax a gentle tangle,•

every clause a bringing of grace that burns.•

Across the street from the tree stood a house•

with a window facing my chest. The smell of fall•

•

wore every chill. Our composer exhaled a zero•

which had already started its frolic, and I cherish•

those garbled, clammy nights that swept and gloated•

that they were full and I was happy.•
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Friends of the Moon
|

|

Most of the time, we felt hungry for tasks,•

so when they showed up, late and shamefaced,•

we embraced, forgave, devoured them as•

often as we could, and wrote notes about•

how grateful we felt for the shape and weight•

they had given our flimsy, windy lives. Part•

of the time, we drank coffee, ate croissants with•

jam, stitched wrinkles into the faces of actors•

who modeled the men and women we had been•

expected to become. We never felt fear when•

handed the allegory of our characters, the hunger•

those actors tried to express with cursing while•

waiting for a friar to toll a bell. We still enjoy•

habits of memory, a sun that won’t go down.•

But that’s an easy assumption to make —•

the truth is more like rock and roll, born out of•

passion, sticky now with tarry lattices of dust.•

•

The colored pens we remember, the snooze-alarm•

trailed away like wind through cactus.•

Oh, but you must leave this optimistic palaver,•

you must tiptoe around the years it likes to claim at its own.•
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Tangled Hologram
|

|

You have drums for four reasons.•

A plain white shirt, permanent crease black trousers, tap tap tap•

along the lucky boulevard intoxicated, scaring up tunes into a•

sneak attack! I want a town to know my mask!•

•

I won’t fill out any forms tonight,•

I would rather catch romantic•

powders that leave me staring at a music as deep as rain, sleeping near•

a peeling laurel.•

•

Whoever speaks now, talk no more about Eden or witchcraft.•

I walked on thirsty earth, where the sun bumped me like a man•

learning to dance with one foot grounded to the floor.•

I count us lucky that the voices in our heads were sane,•

•

that the light yellow parakeets that scared us lived only•

in our dreams, and that those dreams do not cling to us•

as dirt clings to a clump of grass, or the ink from a pen•

ruins the good blank pages in the journal of a fool.•


